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The small crater populations (diameter smaller than 1 km) are widely used to date planetary surfaces.
The reliability of small crater counts is tested by counting small craters at several young and old lunar
surfaces, including Mare Nubium and craters Alphonsus, Tycho and Giordano Bruno. Based on high-res-
olution images from both the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera and Kaguya Terrain Camera, small
craters in two different diameter ranges are counted for each counting area. Large discrepancies exist
in both the cumulative (absolute model ages) and relative plots for the two different size ranges of the
same counting areas. The results indicate that dating planetary surfaces using small crater populations
is highly unreliable because the contamination of secondaries may invalidate the results of small crater
counts. A comparison of the size–frequency distributions of the small crater populations and impact
ejected boulders around fresh lunar craters shows the same upturn as typical martian secondaries, which
supports the argument that secondaries dominate the small crater populations on the Moon and Mars.
Also, the size–frequency distributions of small rayed lunar and martian craters of probable primary origin
are similar to that of the Population 2 craters on the inner Solar System bodies post-dating Late Heavy
Bombardment. Dating planetary surfaces using the small crater populations requires the separation of
primaries from secondaries which is extremely difficult. The results also show that other factors, such
as different target properties and the subjective identification of impact craters by different crater coun-
ters, may also affect crater counting results. We suggest that dating planetary surfaces using small crater
populations should be with highly cautious.

� 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Dating planetary terrains or surface modification by analyzing
the size–frequency distribution (SFD) of impact craters has long
been a fundamental technique (Shoemaker et al., 1962). The
returned samples from the Apollo and Luna missions have estab-
lished the absolute lunar surface ages at certain locations. These
ages are then compared with the crater size–frequency distribu-
tion (CSFD) and density of the sampled sites to derive a crater pro-
duction rate. Considering a constant impact flux on the Moon,
model ages for the other parts of the Moon can be derived from
the crater densities on the sampled surfaces. Since the 1960s, the
crater counting methods have been greatly improved and different
crater production functions have been established for the Moon,
e.g., Hartmann (1970) and Neukum et al. (2001). The crater pro-
duction functions then have been applied to Mars using the lunar
impact history (Hartmann and Neukum, 2001; Ivanov, 2001;
Neukum et al., 2001). Recently, they have even been extended to the
outer Solar System satellites (Neukum et al., 2006; Schmedemann
ll rights reserved.
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et al., 2012). All crater counting ages on other celestial bodies are
based on certain assumptions about the origin and impact rate of
the impactors.

On the Moon, small craters (diameter D < 1 km) are abundant
and they are widely used to date relatively small surface areas
(Hiesinger et al., 2012). However, the reliability of small crater
counts has been questioned since the 1960s when the first lunar
high resolution images were obtained (Shoemaker, 1965). It is well
known that during impact processes, ejecta can travel long dis-
tances to produce secondary craters. Secondaries often occur in
chains or clusters. However, many secondaries occur as isolated
craters. These are distant secondaries which are circular in shape.
Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish them from similar-sized pri-
mary craters. The unknown contribution of undetected secondaries
can invalidate age dating (McEwen et al., 2005).

Many researchers were confident that the small crater popula-
tions could be used to date planetary surfaces (Werner et al., 2003;
Michael and Neukum, 2010). However, this premise has been chal-
lenged recently. Chapman (2004), Bierhaus et al. (2005), McEwen
et al. (2005) and McEwen and Bierhaus (2006) noted that the small
crater populations on the Moon, Mars, and Europa were probably
dominated by secondaries thus rendering age dating problemati-
cal. In response, Hartmann (2005, 2007), Ivanov (2006), Hartmann
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Table 1
Research areas in this paper.

Counting areas Surface age Coordinates

Mare Nubium �3.85–2.77 Ga (Hiesinger et al.,
2003; Bugiolacchi et al., 2006)

350�–0�E; �11� to
�16�N

Alphonsus >3.85 Ga (Zisk et al., 1991) 355.0�–359.4�E;
�11.4� to �15.4�N

Tycho �109 Ma (Stoffer and Ryder, 2001) 345�–352�E; �40�
to �45�N

Giordano Bruno �1–10 Ma (Morota et al., 2009) 101.5�–104�E; �35�
to �36.5�N
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et al. (2008) and Werner et al. (2009) argued that small crater
counts could be safely used with the Neukum and Hartmann pro-
duction functions. They believed that the contamination by distant
secondaries was minor and not a serious concern.

It has long been known that there is a steep upturn in crater
size–frequency distribution curves at small diameters (D < 1 km).
Whether it is caused by secondaries or primaries is a long contro-
versy. Neukum and Ivanov (1994), Neukum et al. (2001) and
Hartmann (2005) argued that this upturn was due to a change in
the size–frequency distribution of primaries because the small
primary projectiles have such steep size–frequency distributions.
Ivanov (2006) claimed that most small craters (D < 200 m) at
young lunar surfaces (age < 100 Ma) are primaries, while
Hartmann (2007) believed that the ratio between small secondar-
ies and primaries on lunar surfaces is an ‘‘open question’’. Neukum
et al. (2001) believed that, except for distinct secondary crater clus-
ters and chains, few distant secondaries exist on planetary surfaces
and the majority of small craters are primaries. On the other hand,
others maintain that the upturn in the SFD curves of small craters
is the result of secondaries. Bierhaus et al. (2005) studied the dis-
tribution of secondaries on Europa, and found that 95% of Europa’s
small crater population is secondaries. When they applied the for-
mation efficiency of Europa’ secondaries to the Moon, they found
secondaries could dominate the lunar small crater populations as
well. McEwen and Bierhaus (2006) found that secondary craters
should have a steeper size–frequency distribution than the colli-
sional fragments. Bottke et al. (2005) and Bottke and Morbidelli
(2006) found that the size–frequency distribution of small primary
projectiles cannot account for the steep secondary branches in R
plot curves. Strom et al. (2008) showed that on the martian young
plains, the typical secondaries upturn occurs at about 1 km diam-
eter while on Mercury the same upturn occurs at �10 km.

Despite these controversies and new findings, researchers
continue to disregard the potential problems of secondaries and
continue to use the small crater populations to date planetary sur-
faces (e.g., Hiesinger et al., 2010; Zanetti et al., 2012). This paper
tests the reliability of relative and absolute age dating using the
small crater populations and looks into the reason for the
problems.
1 The vertical position of R plot curve (R value) is a measure of crater density or
relative age on the same planet; the higher the vertical position, the higher the crater
density and the older the surface (Strom et al., 2005, 2008.)
2. Research materials and method

Four lunar surfaces with different stratigraphic ages were
selected as the research areas (Table 1): Mare Nubium and the
craters Alphonsus, Tycho, and Giordano Bruno. The small crater
populations (D < 1 km) in these areas were studied using high res-
olution images from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera
Narrow Angle Camera (LROC NAC, �0.5–2 m/pixel; Robinson
et al., 2005) and Kaguya Terrain Camera (TC, �10 m/pixel; Kato
et al., 2008).

The main procedure of this research is as follows:
First, we chose the counting areas from Kaguya and Lunar Orbi-

ter images avoiding surface areas with obvious crater clusters or
chains in an attempt to reduce the secondaries problem as others
have done, e.g., Michael and Neukum (2010). Surfaces with bright
impact rays that are composed of secondaries were eliminated.
Also, to avoid the effect of mass wasting and other resurfacing
events to the small crater populations, the counting areas are away
from slopes and chaotic terrains. For each counting area, �3–30 m
is the confident diameter range for completeness and good-statis-
tic of craters counted on LROC images, although larger and smaller
craters were included; �50–800 m is the confident diameter range
for the Kaguya count.

Second, R plots and cumulative plots (Arvidson et al., 1979)
were applied on the crater counts. We also calculated the absolute
model ages (AMAs) for the counting areas after evaluating their
saturation state. As others have done to derive model ages
(Michael and Neukum, 2010), we used the ‘‘craterstats’’ tool
(http://hrscview.fu-berlin.de/craterstats.html) and the Neukum
production and chronology functions (Neukum et al., 2001).

Finally, the results are tested for consistency. For each counting
area of its two size ranges, we compared the crater densities, the
shape of the SFD curves in R plots, and the absolute model ages.
For the results of two unsaturated counting areas (e.g., A and B),
the following situations show that the small crater counts are
problematic: in the R plots, A is older than B on the LROC images,
but A is younger than B on the Kaguya images1; in the R plots,
the two curves of A on the LROC and Kaguya images greatly vary
from each other in the slope and density; in the cumulative plots,
the two AMAs of A on the LROC and Kaguya images are significantly
different; in the cumulative plots, the AMA of A is larger than that of
B on the LROC images, but the AMA of A is smaller than that of B on
the Kaguya images.
3. Results

3.1. Mare Nubium and the Alphonsus crater

3.1.1. Counting areas
Alphonsus is a pre-Imbrium (>3.85 Ga) impact crater. It is lo-

cated on the northeast border of Mare Nubium (Fig. 1). The crater
floor consists of groups of rilles, fractures, a NNW-trending central
ridge, and eleven dark halo craters (DHCs). Head and Wilson
(1979) suggested that the DHCs were formed by intrusive volcanic
activities which may have the same magma source as the adjacent
Nubium lavas.

Since its formation, Alphonsus has been affected by many geo-
logical events, such as debris infilling from other impacts (Zisk
et al., 1991) and the flooding of Mare Nubium (Head and Wilson,
1979). The evolution of Alphonsus can be determined from the
cross-cutting relations of the various terrains in the crater floor
(Fig. 1B). Considering the presumed relationship between the
emplacement of Mare Nubium and the evolution of Alphonsus
(Head and Wilson, 1979), three well studied Mare Nubium surfaces
(Hiesinger et al., 2003; Bugiolacchi et al., 2006) and several geolog-
ical units in the floor of Alphonsus were chosen as the counting
areas (Fig. 2). The general information of the counting areas is
listed in Appendix Table A.1.
3.1.2. R plot results
The DHCs 1–5 on the east crater floor and DHCs 9–11 on the

west crater floor are covered by LROC images. Fig. 3 is the R plots
of the counting areas at the dark haloed craters. It shows that the

http://www.hrscview.fu-berlin.de/craterstats.html
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Fig. 1. (A) Alphonsus and Mare Nubium. The base image is from Lunar Orbiter IV (LO_4108_h2). Several low albedo dark patches at the crater floor named Dark Halo Craters
(DHCs) have volcanic origin. (B) Schematic diagram of the different units at the crater floor. The eleven DHCs are numbered after Head and Wilson (1979). The white circles
are the rims of the DHCs while the black areas are the dark deposits; white spots on the dark mantle materials represent small impact craters on the deposits. A group of
fractures extending to the WNW occur at the west crater floor and cut through the central ridge, the west DHCs, and the south crater floor impact debris. At the south end of
the central ridge is a debris deposit formed by the Arzachel impact to the south of Alphonsus (Coombs et al., 1990).

A B

Fig. 2. Counting areas at the Alphonsus crater and Mare Nubium. (A) Counting areas on LROC images; (B) Counting areas on Kaguya images. The base image of both (A) and
(B) is Lunar Orbiter 4108_h2. The squares are the counting areas and they are not to real scale. The ‘‘Mare Nubium Bright Area’’ and the ‘‘SE Mare Nubium Old surface’’ are two
counting areas near the Lassell crater. Due to the vast surface area of Mare Nubium, the two counting areas are not shown in this figure. The detailed information of the
counting areas is shown in Appendix Table 1.
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DHCs 1–5 have similar size–frequency distributions and also little
spread in the crater densities (Fig. 3A). The same is true for the
DHCs 9–11 (Fig. 3B). However, when the curves of each group
are combined, a distinct difference in the crater densities occurs
between the DHCs 1–5 and DHCs 9–11 as the latter has a lower
crater density (Fig. 3C). We will refer the DHCs 1–5 as ‘‘East DHCs’’
and the DHCs 9–11 as ‘‘West DHCs’’ respectively. Using lower res-
olution Kaguya images, one additional DHC on the west crater floor
(DHC 8 in Fig. 2B) and two on the east crater floor (DHCs 6–7 in
Fig. 2B) were included in the counts. DHCs 1–7 were combined
as the ‘‘East DHCs’’ and DHCs 8–11 were combined as the ‘‘West
DHCs’’ on Kaguya images (Appendix Table A.1).

Fig. 4 is a comparison of the crater counts on the LROC and Ka-
guya images for the crater floor (Fig. 4A), the Mare Nubium areas
(Fig. 4B), the east and west DHCs (Fig. 4C), and the central ridge
(Fig. 4D).

Fig. 4 shows the following results:
1. The crater densities of all the counting areas are smaller than
0.1 in R value.

2. The two R plot curves of a same counting area may significantly
vary from each other in the slope (Table 2). For example, on the
LROC side, the R plot curves for the east and west DHCs are rel-
atively steep, with a differential slope about p = �4; however,
on the Kaguya side, the curves are mostly flat with a differential
slope of about p = �3 (Fig. 4C).

3. A gap occurs between the two curves of each counting area
because craters in the 30–50 m diameter bins are not included.
This is due to the relatively low resolution of Kaguya images
and the relatively small counting areas on LROC images. The
gap represents the crater density difference of the counting area
at the large and small diameter ranges. For some counting
areas, such as the east and west crater floor (Fig. 4A), their
two R plot curves are consistent with a single curve because
the gaps are small. However, for other counting areas, such as
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Fig. 3. R plot of the crater size–frequency distribution at the DHCs 1–5 (A) and DHCs 9–11 (B). All the crater counts are based on LROC images. The crater density of individual
DHCs 1–5 is similar to each other as are those for the DHCs 9–11. (C) The DHCs 1–5 are grouped and compared with the DHCs 9–11. The former ones have a slightly larger
crater density in average.
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the east and west DHCs (Fig. 4C), their two curves are not con-
sistent with a single slope because they greatly vary from each
other in both the slope and R value (Table 2). It means that both
the size–frequency distribution and crater density are different
at the two diameter ranges of the same counting areas.

4. At the LROC side, the ‘‘West Crater Floor’’ appears to be older
than the ‘‘East Crater Floor’’. However, at the Kaguya side, the
two counting areas almost have the same crater densities and
therefore the same relative ages (Fig. 4A).

3.1.3. Cumulative plot and absolute model ages
Judging by the crater saturation function of Hartmann (1984)2,

all the counting areas at Alphonsus and Mare Nubium are not satu-
rated (Appendix Fig.A.1). Therefore, we calculated their AMAs using
cumulative plots and the widely employed Neukum production and
chronology functions (Neukum et al., 2001). The crater counting
2 The saturation function of Hartmann (1984) is N(D) = 0.047 � D�1.8 in cumulative
plot. In R plot, it lies between the a = 0.015 and a = 0.15 saturation lines of Melosh
(1989) and Gault (1970), N(D) = a � D�2 and D is crater diameter.
method follows that of Michael and Neukum (2010). The results
are shown in Fig. 5. For any counting area, its two model ages on
the LROC and Kaguya sides are significantly different from each
other. In some cases, the difference can be as large as 100 times,
e.g., the East Mare Nubium is dated to be � 26 Ma at the LROC side,
but the model age is �2.6 Ga at the Kaguya side. It is also shown by
comparing the normalized crater density at 1 km, i.e., the N(1) values
in Fig. 5. No matter what are the real ages for the counting areas, the
significant discrepancies between their model ages mean the small
crater counts are problematic. More discussion about this discrep-
ancy is in Section 4.

3.2. Tycho

3.2.1. Counting areas
Tycho is a rayed crater on the southern highlands of the lunar

nearside. It is �85 km in diameter (Fig. 6). Returned samples which
are possibly from Tycho have an isotopic age of �109 Ma (Stoffer
and Ryder, 2001). In LROC and Kaguya images, craters on the floor
of Tycho are difficult to discern because of the numerous fractures
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Fig. 4. R plot of the counting areas at the Alphonsus crater and Mare Nubium. The two curves of each counting area from the LROC and Kaguya counts are shown together. The
shapes of the two curves of a same counting area always greatly vary from each other. The discrepancies in the results are discussed in Section 3.1.

Table 2
The differential slope of the R plot curves for the counting areas at the Alphonsus
crater and Mare Nubium.

Counting areas LROCa Kaguyaa

Central Ridge �3.467 �3.035

Crater Floor
East Crater Floor �3.338 �3.395
West Crater Floor �3.109 �3.286

DHCs
East DHCs �3.500 �2.905
West DHCs �3.725 �2.695

Mare Nubium
SE Mare Nubium Old Area �2.995 –
East Mare Nubium �3.228 �2.957
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and low relief mountains in the crater floor. Impact melt pools
(IMPs) widely occur around the crater rim and they are mainly
located on the east side (Fig. 6A). Fresh flow patterns occur on
the crater wall and IMPs also form on the crater terraces (Fig. 6B).

Numerous studies have been focused on Tycho using small cra-
ter counts (Shoemaker et al., 1969; Dundas and McEwen, 2007).
Recently, Hiesinger et al. (2010) and Hiesinger et al. (2012) dated
model ages for several ejecta blanket areas and IMPs using small
crater counts on LROC images. They found discrepancies in the
AMAs of the same-aged terrains and they attributed it to the effect
of different target properties. Plescia and Robinson (2011) con-
firmed the discovery of Shoemaker et al. (1969) that the density
of small craters on the ejecta blanket of Tycho varies from place
to place. They suggested that most of the small craters are the
self-secondaries of Tycho.

During impact processes, impact melt and ejecta blankets form
contemporaneously at geological time scale (Melosh, 1989). There-
fore, dating the impact melt pools and ejecta blanket of Tycho
should result in similar AMAs and the values should be �109 Ma
if this is the sample age of Tycho (Stoffer and Ryder, 2001). In this
study, we chose several IMPs and ejecta blanket areas for the crater
counts. The location of the counting areas is shown in Fig. 6. With
LROC images, the counts were made on an IMP on the north crater
rim, an IMP on the east crater terrace, two IMPs on the NE crater
rim (Fig. 6C), an IMP at the foot of the central peak (Fig. 6D), and
an ejecta blanket area (Fig. 6A). With Kaguya images, all the IMPs
on the east crater rim were combined because most of them
coalesce with each other forming a common unit. The general
information of the counting areas is listed in Appendix Table A.2.
Mare Nubium Bright Area �3.211 �2.791

a On a R plot, a p = �3 distribution plots as a horizontal straight line; a p = �2
distribution slopes down to the left with an angle of 45�, and p = �4 distribution
slopes down to the right at 45� (Strom et al., 2005).
3.2.2. R plot results
Fig. 7 shows the R plots of the crater counts at Tycho. Due to the

limited counting areas on LROC images (Appendix Table A.2), the
number of the counted craters larger than 10 m diameter was
not adequate for good-statistic in R plots. The size–frequency dis-
tributions show that:

1. The four IMPs have almost the same crater densities on LROC
images.

2. At both the LROC and Kaguya sides, the ejecta blanket has larger
crater density than the IMPs.

3. Unlike the complicated SFD curves of the counting areas at
Alphonsus and Mare Nubium (Fig. 4), those at Tycho have rela-
tively simple and uniform shapes. The counting areas have
steep slopes at both the LROC and Kaguya sides (Table 3), which
are identical to the SFD curves of typical secondaries on Mars
(Strom et al., 2008).
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Fig. 5. The absolute model ages of the counting areas at the Alphonsus crater and Mare Nubium. The upper row lists the model ages derived from the crater counts on LROC
images, the lower row lists those on Kaguya images. PF means production function and CF means chronology function. The diameter fitting ranges are larger than 10 m in all
the counts and the errors are calculated following the method in Michael and Neukum (2010). Referring to the advocated method in Michael and Neukum (2010), the 366 Ma
age in (F) should represent a resurfacing age for the ‘‘West Crater Floor’’, the same is true for the 381 Ma age for the central ridge in (H). Great discrepancies occur in the two
model ages for any counting area. See Section 3.1.3 for discussion.
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However, discrepancies also occur in the crater counts. The two
curves of the ejecta blanket have a small gap between them indi-
cating a consistent crater density. On the contrary, the gap be-
tween the curves of the IMPs is so large that they cannot be
considered as one curve (Fig. 7). It means the crater density of
the IMPs at the larger diameter range (Kaguya side) is significantly
greater than that at the smaller diameter range (LROC side). The
nonuniformly distributed secondaries in different diameter ranges
are a possible reason for this discrepancy and it is discussed in
Section 4.1.

3.2.3. Cumulative plot and absolute model ages
The counting areas at Tycho are not saturated when evaluated

by the equilibrium function of Hartmann (1984) (Appendix
Fig.A.1). Since the Neukum production function claims to be valid
for craters from 10 m to 300 km in diameter (Neukum et al.,
2001), the AMAs for the counting areas at Tycho are calculated
by best fitting lines at diameter larger than 10 m. Fig. 8 shows
the result.

Both the Kaguya and LROC AMAs show that the ejecta blanket is
older than the IMPs, which is consistent with the R plot results
(Fig. 7). However, the counting areas should have a same model
age at both the LROC and Kaguya sides. On the contrary, the two
AMAs of the ejecta blanket are different by a factor of�3, and those
of the IMPs are different by a maximum factor of �30. Moreover,
none of the AMAs are even close to 109 Ma. The same problems
were noticed by Hiesinger et al. (2010) and Hiesinger et al.
(2012). Their AMAs for the IMPs were �35 Ma while those for
the ejecta blanket were �100 Ma (Hiesinger et al., 2010). van der
Bogert et al. (2010) and Hiesinger et al. (2010) ascribed this dis-
crepancy to the different properties of target materials, i.e., the
IMPs has stronger strength than the porous ejecta blanket there-
fore a same-sized projectile may form different sized craters on
these two surfaces. While this factor may cause the observed dif-
ferent crater density, the effect of target properties to model ages
was not numerically evaluated. Moreover, we counted craters on
the IMPs as Hiesinger et al. (2010) did using the same data set in
a same diameter range. Our AMAs are �10 times smaller than
those of Hiesinger et al. (2010). Therefore, besides different target
properties, other factors may also affect the density of small craters
at same aged terrains. In Section 4.1, we suggest that the small cra-
ter populations are dominated by secondaries and their nonuni-
form distribution may contribute to the different crater densities
at different locations.
3.3. Giordano Bruno

3.3.1. Counting areas
Giordano Bruno is the freshest complex crater on the Moon. It is

�22 km in diameter and the crater floor is full of impact melt and
disturbed impact debris (Fig. 9). Since Hartung (1976) first claimed
that this crater was formed �800 years ago quoting ancient monks’
description of an impact event on the Moon, different arguments
about its age have been proposed. Recently, Morota et al. (2009)
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Fig. 6. Tycho crater shows the counting areas on the base image LO 5125_med. (A) The counting areas based on LROC images are shown as yellow squares. Because the east
crater wall is covered by shadow, the ‘‘Crater Terrace IMP’’ is not shown in (A) and it is in (B). The counting areas based on Kaguya images are indicated as red dots for the
impact melt pools (IMPs) and blue dot for the ejecta blanket. None of the counting areas are to scale. (B) Flow traces occur on the NE crater wall. When the impact melt flowed
down the crater rim, they cooled during the drainage. The melt then accumulated on the crater terraces forming IMPs. The base image is TC_EVE_02_S42E348S45E351SC. (C)
The ‘‘NE Crater Rim IMP 1’’ (right) and ‘‘NE Crater Rim LMP 2’’ (left). The boundary between the two IMPs is near the center of the image. The base image is LROC
M119916367R. (D) The IMP at the foot of the central peaks shows the albedo difference between the IMP and the crater floor. The base image is LROC M102230053L.
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counted 49 craters larger than 40 m diameter at a 294 km2 area on
the ejecta blanket of Giordano Bruno using Kaguya images (Fig. 9).
They derived a model age of �1–10 Ma for the crater and sug-
Diameter (m)
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Crater Floor IMP
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NE Crater Rim IMP 1
NE Crater Rim IMP 2
North Crater Rim IMP

Kaguya
Ejecta Blanket
All IMPs on the east rim

1 10 100 1000

Fig. 7. R plots of the crater counts at the Tycho crater. The left curves are from LROC
counts while the right ones are from Kaguya counts. The two groups of curves for
the impact melt pools have different crater densities. A probable reason is that most
of the small craters are secondaries. See the detailed discussion in Section 4.1.
gested that �4 Ma was the confident model age. Plescia et al.
(2010) found that small craters on the ejecta blanket of Giordano
Bruno are not uniformly distributed, just like those on the ejecta
blanket of Tycho. They suggested that the small craters were
self-secondaries of Giordano Bruno and this crater could be as
young as 800 years.

To test the reliability of small crater counts, we counted craters
on the same area as that of Morota et al. (2009) using Kaguya
images (Fig. 9). Furthermore, large surfaces at the west crater rim
are covered by scattered boulders and some are larger than 30 m
in diameter. These areas may be deficient in craters due to the
lighting conditions and the large boulders prohibit small impact
craters from forming. Therefore, these areas were excluded from
our Kaguya counting area (Fig. 9). To confirm the potential crater
density difference on the continuous ejecta blanket (Plescia et al.,
2010), ten same-sized rectangular areas were selected on the con-
tinuous ejecta blanket using LROC images. Four are located on the
northern blanket and six on the southern blanket (Fig. 9). They
have different distances from the crater rim. Due to the large size
of the rectangular areas (�9.6 km2), craters larger than 7 m in
diameter were counted on these areas. They were then combined
to compare with the crater count on Kaguya images. Because most
of the craters on the continuous ejecta blanket are small
(D < 10 m), in case the crater density differences are not show for
Table 3
The differential slope of the R plot curves for the counting areas at the Tycho crater.

Counting area LROC Kaguya

Ejecta blanket �3.962a �3.621
Crater floor IMP �5.255 �3.850
Crater terrace IMP �4.158
NE crater rim IMP 1 �4.700
NE crater rim IMP 2 �4.680
North crater rim IMP �4.041

a This value is for the steep segment of the curve at the 10–30 m diameter range.
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Fig. 8. Absolute model ages for the counting areas at Tycho. CF is crater chronology function and PF is crater production function. The model ages are calculated following the
method in Michael and Neukum (2010). (A) The model ages from the LROC counts. The diameter fitting ranges are larger than 0.01 km. (B) The model ages derived from the
Kaguya counts with the diameter fitting ranges larger than 0.05 km. Great discrepancies occur in the two model ages of any counting area and none of the ages is close to the
real age of Tycho. Probable reasons for this discrepancy is discussed in Section 4.1.
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craters larger than 7 m in the ten rectangular areas, seven straight
lines on the southern continuous ejecta blanket were selected. The
lines are away from the hummocky crater rim and the local slope is
small than 4�. The lines have equal lengths and increasing dis-
tances from the crater rim (Fig. 9). Caters larger than 2 m diameter
which transect the lines were counted and compared. The general
information of the crater counts is given in Appendix Table A.3.

3.3.2. R plot results
We compared the crater densities on the ten rectangular count-

ing areas. On the northern ejecta blanket, the left areas L-N1 and L-
N2 and the right areas R-N1 and R-N2 were compared. The same
was done for the left and right areas on the southern ejecta blan-
ket. Fig. 10 is the result. It shows that no significant crater density
differences occur on the continuous ejecta blanket in the 7–30 m
diameter range. We then compared the number of craters which
transect the seven dashed lines (Fig. 9). The result in Fig. 11 shows
that the crater density increases with the distance from the crater
rim, which is consistent with the finding of Plescia et al. (2010) that
the crater density is different across the ejecta blanket. This result
further shows that the density difference is mainly for craters
smaller than 7 m diameter.

Fig. 10 shows that the crater size–frequency distribution curves
at the ten rectangular areas have uniformly steep slopes which are
similar to that of typical secondaries. Combining the ten rectangu-
lar areas and comparing it with the ejecta blanket counted on
Kaguya images, the R plot result shows that the two curves are al-
most the same in both the shape and slope (Fig. 12). Unlike the R
plot curves in Figs. 4 and 7, the gap between the two curves of
the ejecta blanket is relatively small as the two error bars at
D = �30 m almost cross each other (Fig. 12). Therefore, the two
curves can be taken as the two parts of a continuous curve. In
general, except for the nonuniform distribution of the small cart-
ers, no obvious discrepancy occurs in the R plot results.
3.3.3. Cumulative plot and absolute model ages
The craters on the ejecta blanket are not saturated because the

crater densities are too low (Fig. 12). Cumulative plots are then
performed to calculate the AMAs (Fig. 13). Similar to the result of
Morota et al. (2009), both of the two AMAs are between 1 and
10 Ma with a difference of a factor of �2. Therefore, no obvious dis-
crepancy occurs for the two AMAs. However, these ages are possi-
bly based on secondaries making them problematic (see the
detailed discussion in Section 4.1).
4. Discussion

4.1. The population of secondaries

To settle the disagreement about the origin of steep upturns in
CSFD curves (Hartmann, 2005; Bierhaus et al., 2005), we need to
distinguish the size–frequency distributions of small secondaries
and primaries. Since secondaries originate from impacting of
ejected boulders, the size–frequency distribution of impact ejected
boulders is a direct measurement for the projectiles of the second-
ary populations. Bart and Melosh (2007) counted boulders around
small and fresh lunar impact craters and believed that the size–fre-
quency distribution of the boulders is the same for those ejected
from larger impact craters. In comparison, the SFD of the impact
ejected boulders has the same steep slope as that of the small
crater populations at Tycho and Giordano Bruno (Fig. 14). This rela-
tionship supports that secondary populations have a steep size–
frequency distribution curve. On the other hand, McEwen et al.
(2005) counted secondaries around the martian Zunil crater, and
their crater count data shows that the martian secondaries have
a similar steep upturned slope (Fig. 14). This is consistent with
the slope of the interpreted secondaries population on the martian
young plains (Fig. 14; Strom et al., 2008). These observations are



Fig. 9. Giordano Bruno showing the counting areas, which include: the west ejecta blanket counted by Morota et al. (2009) is the white dashed area; the west ejecta blanket
counted on Kaguya images in this paper is the white solid area; the ten equal-sized rectangular areas on the continuous ejecta blanket have an increased distance from the
crater rim for those at the same side; the seven straight lines on the southern ejecta blanket have equal-length and increasing distance from the crater rim. Examples of small
rayed craters with probable primary origin are indicated as white arrows. The rayed craters are randomly distributed on the continuous ejecta blanket. The vertical and
horizontal arrowed lines on the south ejecta blanket are LOLA topography profiles with a resolution of 512 pixel/degree. The inset figure shows the two topography profiles.
The unit of the x-axis is in kilometer and the y-axis is in meter. The base images are Kaguya TC: TCO_MAP_02N39E102N36E105SC and TCO_MAP_02N36E102N36E105SC.
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consistent with the argument that the secondaries populations on
the Moon and Mars have steep upturns.

The R plot curves of the counting areas at Tycho have steep up-
turned slope (Fig. 7) indicating the small crater populations may be
dominated by secondaries. Two observations further support this
interpretation: (1) The crater density on the continuous ejecta
blanket is different from that on the IMPs, which is inconsistent
with the fact that the two units were formed at the same time as
the Tycho impact. Different target properties may affect the sizes
of craters for a given-sized projectile and this could be a reason
for the observed crater density difference (van der Bogert et al.,
2010). However, IMPs have different model ages in different crater
counts, i.e., the model ages of IMPs in our LROC counts (Fig. 8) and
those form Hiesinger et al. (2010) are different by a maximum fac-
tor of �30. A possible reason is that the small crater populations at
these surfaces are dominated by nonuniformly distributed second-
aries (Shoemaker et al., 1969). This will cause different crater den-
sities at different locations, even for same-aged terrains with same
target properties. (2) The gap between the two R plot curves of the
ejecta blanket is caused by a crater density difference between the
large and small diameter ranges. No obvious resurfacing events
which may cause different crater densities are seen on the count-
ing areas. Assuming the ejecta blanket has nonuniform properties
at different depths (strength, porosity, etc.), this may cause the ob-
served crater density different of the ejecta blanket at the different
diameter ranges. Another possible reason is that secondaries dom-
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Fig. 10. Crater size–frequency distributions for the ten rectangular counting areas on the continuous ejecta blanket of Giordano Bruno are presented in R plot. No significant
crater densities differences are seen on the continuous ejecta blanket for craters larger than 7 m in diameters. All the curves have steep slopes.
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inate the small crater populations at Tycho and the crater density
varies with diameter ranges.

Moreover, the SFD curve of Tycho’s ejecta blanket rolls over at
diameter smaller than 10 m, which is different from the curves of
the IMPs at the same diameter range (Fig. 7). Three possible rea-
sons may explain this: (1) The SFD of secondaries must roll-over
at some diameter value, i.e. the craters in a cluster cannot continue
down at a steep power-law slope (i.e., p = ��4 in R plot) to arbi-
trarily small sizes. (2) Craters smaller than 10 m in diameter on
the continuous ejecta blanket were partly removed by some
post-impact processes. (3) Young surfaces, such as the Tycho
crater, are the regions expected to be least affected by secondary
craters. The presence of a shallow sloped crater SFD on the ejecta
blanket at D < 10 m may be evidence for a potential shallow pri-
mary crater population at these sizes.

The counting areas at Giordano Bruno also have steep SFD curves
(Figs. 10 and 12). Although this crater is extremely young and no
obvious discrepancies occur in the crater counting results (Figs. 12
and 13), three observations suggest that most of the small craters
are possibly the self-secondaries from Giordano Bruno: (1) Zanetti
et al. (2012) reported a distinct trend of decreasing crater density
(D = 1.5–150 m) with increasing distance from the crater rim of four
large Copernican-aged impact craters (Aristarchus, Copernicus,
Jackson, and Tycho). They suggested that most of the small craters
were self-secondaries of their parent craters which caused the ob-
served density difference. However, we found an opposite trend
on the continuous ejecta blanket of Giordano Bruno, i.e., the density
of the small craters (D = 2–7 m) increases outward from the crater
rim (Fig. 11). While mass wasting and late impact melt flow may re-
duce the crater density on the continuous ejecta blanket towards a
larger distance from the crater rim, the movement behavior, spatial
distribution, and emplaced-time of high-trajectory ejecta in impact
processes are important to solve this controversy. In the case of
Giordano Bruno, mass wasting may not be effective enough to cause
the observed crater density difference on the continuous ejecta
blanket. The Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) profiles crossing



Fig. 13. Absolute model ages for the continuous ejecta blanket of Giordano Bruno.
CF is crater chronology function and PF is crater production function. The diameter
fitting range for the Kaguya counts is 0.03–1 km while that for the LROC counts is
0.01–1 km. The ejecta blanket at the LROC side is combined from the ten
rectangular areas. The errors of the ages are calculated after the method of Michael
and Neukum (2010). The model age derived by Morota et al. (2009) is 1–10 Ma and
our results are within this range. However, the crater counts may be actually
performed on the self-secondaries or Giordano Bruno which invalidate the ages. See
section 4.1 for discussion.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the number of craters which transect the seven dashed
straight lines in Fig. 9. Craters larger than 2 m diameter are included. All the dashed
lines are 15 km long and are of increasing distance from the crater rim. The number
of craters increases with the distance from the crater rim (see Section 4.1 for
detailed discussion).

Fig. 12. Comparison of the crater size–frequency distributions on the continuous
ejecta blanket of Giordano Bruno based on the LROC and Kaguya counts. Both of the
curves have steep slopes which are typical for secondaries.
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the nine lines in Fig. 9 show that the local slope is less than 4� (the
vertical axis is in meter and the horizontal axis is in kilometer in the
inset). It is more likely that the crater density difference is caused by
the nonuniformly distributed secondaries across the ejecta blanket.
(2) Most of the small craters do not have pristine morphologies (i.e.,
sharp raised rim), probably because the ejecta blanket was still
unconsolidated when the ejecta impacted on it with a relatively
low velocity (Plescia et al., 2010). (3) Rays of small craters may be
thin layers of ejecta distributed by the impacts (Shoemaker,
1962), or they can be caused by compositional contrast with sur-
rounding terrains (Hawke et al., 2004). Most, but not all, of the small
craters on the continuous ejecta blanket of Giordano Bruno do not
have rays. If the rays of small primaries (D = �10 m) form as thin
layers of impact deposit, considering the slow erosion rate on the
Moon (Ashworth, 1978; Dundas and McEwen, 2007), the rays of
the small primaries on the ejecta blanket of Giordano Bruno should
be little eroded even assuming an age of 1–10 Ma. Therefore, most
of the small craters on the continuous ejecta blanket of Giordano
Bruno are possibly its self-secondaries. The AMAs derived from
the small crater counts in Fig. 13 are possibly based on secondaries
which invalidate the ages.

The small crater populations at Alphonsus and Mare Nubium do
not have steep size–frequency distribution slopes as that of typical
secondaries (Fig. 4). Does it mean that the counted small craters at
these surfaces are mostly primaries? A Tycho-size impact crater on
the Moon can produce 106 secondaries larger than 63 m diameter
(Dundas and McEwen, 2007) and the majority of them are distant
secondaries. Bierhaus et al. (2005) suggested that small crater pop-
ulations on the Moon (D < 1 km) could be dominated by secondar-
ies. Considering the counting areas at Mare Nubium and Alphonsus
are fairly old, the small crater populations (D < 1 km) on these sur-
faces may have well been dominated by secondaries. On the other
hand, crater saturation may change SFD curves at certain impactor
populations and the equilibrium densities always occur at �R > 0.1
(Richardson, 2009). In this study, our counting areas do not reach
this equilibrium density or that of Hartmann (1984). Therefore,
crater saturation may not be suitable to explain the observed dis-
crepancies in this case. Ancient resurfacing events, mass wasting,
different impactor population, nonuniformly distributed distant
secondaries, illumination condition (Wilcox et al., 2005; Ostrach
et al., 2011), and different erosion rates for different sized craters
are all possible reasons for the observed discrepancies in these cra-
ter counts. However, it may not be possible to uniquely distinguish
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Fig. 14. R plots of the following crater counts: the impact ejected boulders around small fresh lunar craters (data from Bart and Melosh (2007)); small craters on the ejecta
blanket of Tycho on LROC images (Fig. 7); small craters on the ejecta blanket of Giordano Bruno on LROC images (Fig. 12); the Population 2 craters at the martian Young Plains
(Strom et al., 2008); martian crater Zunil’s secondaries (data from McEwen et al. (2005)); the small rayed craters on the continuous ejecta blanket of Giordano Bruno which
are probably lunar primaries; the small rayed craters on Mars which are probably martian primaries. The shaded band marks the small crater populations (D < 1 km). Except
for the potential lunar and martian primaries, the other size–frequency distribution curves in this band have steep slopes. The probable small primaries populations have flat
curves which appear to be part of the Population 2 craters in the size-frequency distribution. The plots support that the steep upturns at crater size–frequency distributions
are caused by secondaries not primaries.
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between these factors. In general, the reason for the detected dis-
crepancies in the crater counts at Mare Nubium and Alphonsus
needs more work to be resolved.

The contamination of secondaries invalidates the interpretation
of crater counting results (McEwen and Bierhaus, 2006). The fun-
damental reason is that distant secondaries are made by high-
velocity ejecta and are circular in shape making them difficult to
be distinguished from primaries. Hartmann (2005) argued that
the Hartmann production function was derived from large surface
areas which already included the effect of distant secondaries.
However, the local ratio of secondaries and primaries is uncertain
(Hartmann, 2007). Using the averaged production function and
localized crater densities to calculate absolute model ages have
large uncertainties. To get a relatively reliable model age from
small crater counts, besides an up-to-date knowledge of the pres-
ent impact flux, we also need to know the size-frequency distribu-
tion of primaries.
3 The counts were performed by Robert G. Strom and Natasha Johnson (now at
Goddard Space Flight Center) based on Viking Orbiter images.
4.2. The population of potential primaries

Although secondaries dominate the small crater populations on
the Moon, a substantial number of primaries must exist in the
small crater populations. On the Moon, the best place to look for
small primaries (D < 1 km) is on young surfaces. Giordano Bruno
has pristine and large areas of relatively smooth continuous ejecta
blanket (Fig. 9). Most of the small craters on the continuous ejecta
blanket are possibly secondaries as discussed in Section 4.1. An-
other population of small craters has sharp morphologies and fresh
rays, e.g., several examples are indicated by the white arrows in
Fig. 9. The crater erosion rate on lunar surfaces is �2–6 cm/Myr
(Dundas and McEwen, 2007) and the abrasion rate of kilogram-
sized lunar rocks by micrometeoroid bombardment is �1 cm per
107 yr (Ashworth, 1978). Superficial rays of primary craters
�10 m in diameter on the continuous ejecta blanket of Giordano
Bruno should be little eroded even assuming an age of 1–10 Ma
for the crater. The rayed craters are probably primaries postdate
Giordano Bruno. Under this consideration, on a 1380 km2 area of
the continuous ejecta blanket, we collected �220 rayed craters
larger than 8 m in diameter. Two more observations support their
primary origin: (1) The spatial density of secondaries on the
continuous ejecta blanket is not uniform (Fig. 11), but the rayed
craters are randomly distributed (Fig. 9). (2) The SFD curve of the
rayed craters is different from that of typical secondaries. It has a
flat slope which is identical to the Population 2 craters on the inner
Solar System bodies (Strom et al., 2005; Fig. 14).

On Mars, the surface erosion rate is much higher than that on
the Moon (Smith et al., 2008). Small craters and their impact rays
are easily obliterated. Therefore, the presently observed small
rayed craters on Mars (D < 1 km) are very young and they probably
represent the newly formed martian primaries. About 900 small
rayed craters larger than 20 m in diameter are collected on a
1.128 � 105 km2 martian surface.3 The R plot shows that both the
potential lunar and martian primaries have relatively flat size–fre-
quency distribution curves, which are distinctively different from
those of small secondaries (Fig. 14). Furthermore, the two curves
seem to be a continuation of the SFD curve of the Population 2
craters from larger diameters (Fig. 14). These data provide evidence
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that small primaries have a flat size–frequency distribution curve
and the steep curves at the small diameter ranges may not be caused
by primaries.
4.3. Uncertainties caused by crater counters

Decimeter-scale resolution images are becoming available for
more and more celestial bodies. In the future, small crater counts
may be vastly used for small-scale geological study. Without cau-
tious and a full understanding of the potential problems in small
crater counts, invalidate interpretations may ruin these studies.
Nowadays, crater counts are mainly performed by bare eyes. The
precision of small crater counts highly depends on a counter’s
experience and his/her criteria in identifying impact craters.
Crater-count is a subjective process and different people may have
different crater counting result for a same area with a same dataset
(Chapman, 2012). In this study, we noticed that this problem is se-
vere in small crater counts. For example, the crater floor of Tycho is
covered by numerous fractures, low-relief mountains, and boul-
ders. Small craters are hard to discern on these surfaces. Previous
study (Hiesinger et al., 2010) counted �3600 craters for a surface
smaller than 1 km2 in the crater floor. We did not include the crater
floor in our counts because fracture pits and other depressions can-
not be precisely distinguished from impact craters. For compari-
son, we counted �2800 craters on a relatively flat impact melt
pool �1 km2 (Appendix Table A.2; the ‘‘NE crater rim IMP 1’’ in
Fig. 6). The subjective recognition of impact craters may signifi-
cantly bias the results of small crater counts by different crater
counters, especially at chaotic terrains.

This effect is more profound when counting the small crater
populations on old surfaces, such as the counting areas in Mare
Nubium and Alphonsus. Old surfaces may have gone through com-
plicated resurfacing events. Although without complex topogra-
phy, old craters smaller than 1 km diameter having obscure
remnant rims may be included in one case but may be ruled out
in another. For example, �1130 craters were included in the LROC
counts for the West Crater Floor (�0.31 km2; Appendix Table A.1);
�1260 craters were counted in LROC images in a smaller counting
area at the DHC 9 (�0.28 km2; Appendix Table A.1). The crater floor
of Alphonsus is older than the dark haloed craters but the number
of the counted craters is �19% less. Remnant rims of craters at old-
er surfaces may bias a counter’s judgment in choosing which cra-
ters to count. This effect is hard to completely avoid. We suggest
that small crater counts should be performed with great cautious,
especially at old surfaces.
5. Conclusion

We counted the small crater populations on both young and old
lunar surfaces to determine the problems of using small crater
counts for age dating. Our counting areas are not smaller than
those used in other publications, and the absolute model ages were
determined from the widely employed production and chronology
functions. Great discrepancies are observed in the small crater
counts.

The problems found in the small crater counts are summarized
as the following:

1. For a same counting area, the crater densities, model ages, and
size–frequency distribution curves in its two different diameter
ranges are different.

2. For same-aged terrains, their crater densities, model ages, and
size–frequency distribution curves are different from each
other.
The small crater populations in the counting areas are possibly
dominated by secondaries. Their nonuniform distribution and den-
sity in different surfaces and different diameter ranges may cause
great uncertainties in age dating. This work shows that the size–
frequency distributions of the potential small lunar and martian
primaries (D < 1 km) are the same as that of the Population 2 cra-
ters on the inner Solar System bodies. Impactors forming secondar-
ies have steep slopes and the observed steep upturns in crater
size–frequency distributions at small diameter ranges are most
likely to be caused by secondaries, not primaries. Small distant sec-
ondaries and primaries are hard to be firmly distinguished render-
ing small crater counts problematic. Small crater counts are highly
unreliable for either relative or absolute age dating on both old and
young surfaces. As shown in Figs. 5 and 8, for a same counting area,
its absolute model ages in different diameter ranges may be signif-
icantly different from each other, and they do not reflect the real
surface ages (i.e., Tycho has a possible sample age of � 109 Ma).

In general, statistics of small craters are affected by numerous
factors, e.g., contamination of secondaries and different target
properties. Crater counting is a subjective process which causes
more uncertainties to the results. Simplistic attempts to date plan-
etary surfaces from small crater counts may be invalidate if they do
not take these factors into account.

To better understand the behavior of the size–frequency distri-
butions of the secondaries populations, future work will focus on
their crater equilibrium density and the roll-over diameter of their
steeply-sloped size–frequency distribution curves.
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